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1  ALJ LaCara had 14 dispositions and issued 6 decisions in FY 12. 
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ATTACHMENT B 
 

Excerpt from Achieving Greater Consistency In Social Security Disability Adjudication: An 
Empirical Study And Suggested Reforms, Harold J. Krent, IIT Chicago-Kent College Of Law, 
Scott Morris, IIT College Of Psychology, at pages 73-74 (April 3, 2013) (footnotes omitted). 

 
 
D. Consideration of More Extensive Reform of the Appeals Council 
 
. . . . 
 
Third, there is serious question as to the Council’s current effectiveness in 
screening cases before they reach court. OGC [Office of General Council] seeks 
consent from the claimant for a voluntary remand in approximately 15% of all 
cases appealed to the federal courts. That OGC is unwilling to defend in federal 
court 15% of cases that the Appeals Council affirms (or declines to review) itself 
suggests gaping holes in the system. 
 
There is other evidence that the Council’s review itself is far from complete. It is 
not difficult to provide troubling examples. In Coleman v. Astrue, for instance, the 
ALJ denied benefits for a claimant suffering epileptic seizures.  The testimony 
from two different medical experts (“MEs”), which was contradictory, is almost 
beside the point. The ALJ convened a hearing on February 15, 2005, and the ALJ 
called an SSA-provided ME who agreed with the treating physician’s statements 
that the claimant could only control his epilepsy with large doses of medication 
that made him unfit for work.  Without explanation, the ALJ scheduled a second 
hearing, which convened on July 1, 2005. This time, a different ME testified that 
the need for medication would not prevent the claimant from working in a number 
of jobs in the economy. 
 
The ALJ relied on the second ME and denied the claim. In reaching the decision, 
the ALJ never mentioned the first hearing, let alone justified why a second 
hearing was necessary, and therefore never even attempted to discredit the first 
ME’s opinion that supported disability.  The Appeals Council denied the 
claimant’s request for review. SSA subsequently attempted to justify the ALJ’s 
decision in federal court on the ground that the glaring procedural improprieties 
were of no moment and that the ALJ might have ignored the first ME’s testimony 
for a number of legitimate reasons.  Not surprisingly, the court reversed.  It is 
difficult to understand not only how an ALJ could have resolved Coleman in the 
way that he did, but also how the Appeals Council let the decision stand.1 

 
For a perhaps more typical example, consider the district court’s decision in Larlee v. 
Astrue. In that case, the ALJ rejected claimant’s testimony of disabling pain from 
fibromyalgia.  In so doing, the ALJ stated that claimant’s testimony of disabling pain 

                                                 
1 Achieving Greater Consistency In Social Security Disability Adjudication: An Empirical Study And Suggested 
Reforms at 73. 
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was “not entirely credible to the extent alleged in view of the medical evidence and 
clinical findings[,] as well as claimant’s own testimony.”  The court noted that the 
ALJ not only failed to articulate why he discredited the claimant’s subjective 
testimony of pain, but that he failed as well to make findings “sufficiently specific to 
make clear to the individual and to any subsequent reviewers the weight the 
adjudicator gave to the individual’s statement and the reason for that weight.”  
Indeed, social security rulings require such specificity and provide a roadmap to ALJs 
evaluating subjective evaluations of pain.  The ALJ examined only one of the six 
factors mandated by SSA in determining whether to discredit testimony of pain.  The 
Appeals Council twice had the opportunity to remedy the deficiencies in the ALJ 
reasoning in the case and declined, despite the ALJ’s failure to follow SSA 
guidelines.  The district court ordered immediate payment of the claim instead of 
remanding the case in light of the prohibitive delay.2 

 

                                                 
2 Id., at 74. 
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ATTACHMENT C 

Sections of the Hearings, Appeals, and Litigation Law Manual (HALLEX) addressing the failure 
of a claimant to show for a hearing. 

C.1.a. No Proper Notification of the Scheduled Hearing 

Good cause for failure to appear at the scheduled time and place of hearing generally 
exists when the claimant did not receive proper notification of the scheduled hearing. 
Before dismissing an RH for failure to appear, the ALJ must determine whether there is 
evidence in the record that shows the claimant was properly notified of the time and place 
set for the hearing, as described in HALLEX I-2-3-20 C. The ALJ will consider the 
following: 

• If the claimant has an appointed representative, notification to the representative 
is sufficient to establish notification to the claimant. 

• If the follow up contact was made by telephone, the ALJ must ensure the proper 
documentation is in the file, as noted in HALLEX I-2-3-20 C. 

• If the claimant alleges he or she reported a new address to another agency 
component such as the field office or teleservice center but the notice of hearing 
was sent to an outdated address, the ALJ will review the queries noted in 
HALLEX I-2-3-15 B and carefully consider the allegation. 

If the record does not show there was proper notification of the scheduled hearing, the 
ALJ must reschedule the hearing and provide proper notification of the rescheduled 
hearing. 
If the claimant or appointed representative received proper notification and neither 
appears at the time of the scheduled hearing, see HALLEX I-2-4-25 C.3.a. below. 
NOTE: 
Regardless of a failure to appear, if a preponderance of the evidence supports a fully 
favorable decision on every issue, the ALJ will consider whether it is appropriate to issue 
a fully favorable decision instead of dismissing the RH. 

C.3.c. Claimant's Whereabouts Are Unknown 
 

If the Notice of Hearing is returned to the HO as undeliverable, all attempts to 
contact the claimant by other means are unsuccessful, and it is concluded that the 
claimant's whereabouts are unknown, the ALJ may dismiss the RH after: 

 Verifying that the address used on the Notice of Hearing and any other 
contact correspondence is the most recent address on the PCOM system 
queries, including the FACT for title II cases, the SSID for title XVI cases, 
and the MDW for either title; and 

 Ensuring that all attempts to contact the claimant are clearly documented 
in the B section of the claim(s) folder and the documentation is exhibited. 
For example, any envelopes returned by the post office as undeliverable 
must be associated with the claim(s) folder, as well as any statements 
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made by individuals regarding the absence or disappearance of the 
claimant. 

An ALJ may not dismiss the RH until after the time scheduled for the hearing 
because the claimant may learn of the scheduled hearing in another way and 
appear. If the claimant does not appear at the scheduled hearing, the ALJ may 
dismiss the RH, but must describe all efforts to contact the claimant in the 
dismissal order. 
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